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Abstract: This study analyzes the trends, context, and impact of corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives on company’s performance and productivity in China. We use environmental and social responsibility data in 34,000 CSR projects released by 839 companies in 31 provinces from 2006 to 2016. Clustering methods as well as ordinary least squares and the fixed effects panel regression modeling are performed to provide insights on the context, trends, and impact of CSR projects on companies’ productivity and financial outcomes. Results of data processing and modeling indicate that: (a) most projects focused on improving companies’ environmental sustainability (compared to social); (b) implementation of both environmental and social projects had positive impacts on companies’ performance; and (c) trends, context, and impact of the projects varied with time, company type, and location (provinces). In addition, data suggest that companies operating in regions with lower economic conditions (GDP per capita) seem to be less motivated to implement environmental and social sustainability projects compared to those operating in regions with higher economic conditions. This study is meaningful for both companies that consider adopting CSR initiatives, as well as stakeholders and managers who aim to promote sustainable development in China.
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1. Introduction

Companies’ actions with regards to their social and environmental responsibilities are advancing due to global changes, and the way the role of business is perceived in promoting and supporting sustainable development beyond philanthropy and impact mitigation. These advancements are becoming more evident with increase in globalization and emergence of privatization of the public goods and services [1,2]. While the role of companies in promoting and securing sustainability and sustainable development is regarded especially by public and government sectors [3,4], companies that face consumer and civil society pressure have higher probability of adopting sustainable business strategies compared to those which do not face such pressures [5]. Consistent with this finding, recent studies provide evidence of increasing prominence of different types of sustainable business models over time, in particular indicating that large capitalized firms have mostly adopted environmentally-oriented models and to a much lesser extent the societal and organizational ones [6].

Assessing global trends in recent years reveals that most economic development sectors increasingly promote both environmental protection and social welfare while creating economic value. More specifically, industrial sectors and corporations have been focusing on improvement of
human life and welfare, as well as conservation of the ecological resources (materials), by providing the financial support needed to maintain environmental protection and social welfare activities of the corporations [7]. These trends also encourage an expansion of the disclosure of corporate actions related to environmental and social responsibility [8,9]. The disclosure usually is in the form of stand-alone sustainability projects released by companies [10]. This trend spreads over the world and in diverse groups of industries. According to the investigation by Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler (KPMG) [11], 95% of the large companies in the world have released business sustainability projects on an annual basis. Such companies are from diverse industries (e.g., minerals, gas, oil, and finance).

These projects indicate that most business sustainability strategies conform to principles of corporate citizenship, sustainable entrepreneurship, triple bottom line (TBL), business ethics, and especially corporate social responsibility (CSR) [12]. Defined by the World Business Council on Sustainable Development (WBCSD), CSR is a concept that embraces “the integration of social and environmental values within a company’s core business operations” and includes the social (e.g., community programs), economic (e.g., employment), and environmental (e.g., waste reduction) aspects of business activities in collective actions [13–15]. Inclusion of environmental sustainability projects through application of cleaner production initiatives and health and safety programs for social protection under the umbrella of CSR has become a common, legitimate, and smart practice in most industries.

According to principles of pollution prevention issued by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA, 1998), environmental sustainability projects under CSR consist of six main components: waste reduction; non-polluting production (focusing on protection of air, water, and soil protection); production energy efficiency; safe and healthy work environments; environmentally sound products; and environmentally sound packaging. These CSR-related projects influence companies’ daily operation and impact the future of sustainable development. Many recent studies also confirm the importance of CSR projects [16,17] and consider them as a preventive strategy to minimize the impact of production on the environment [18–20] and a powerful tool of corporate sustainability in various industries [21,22].

As corporate environmental disclosures, CSR projects are in accordance with the interests of diverse parties including investors, managers, employees, customers, regulators, and government [23–26]. The economic impact of undertaking CSR projects on companies, however, is an element that is not well defined. As shown in Table 1, analyses of the randomly selected studies on the impact of CSR on companies’ performance (1985–2018) are unsettled; while some indicate that CSR projects and practices could improve a company’s business performance others either deny it or state that the impact is either hard to measure or neutral [27–48].

Such discrepancies in the literature make it both essential and legitimate to study the impact of undertaking CSR projects on a company’s economic performance, as well as to examine the conditions under which CSR projects not only could address environmental and sustainable issues but could also improve the company’s performance and profitability.

The main objective of this study is to address the discrepancies in the CSR literature by providing evidence that there is a positive correlation between environmental/sustainable practices and company performance. To meet our goals, we test impact of implementing CSR projects on companies’ sustainability in China, the largest developing country. Using a large set of data, including all the released CSR projects by companies from diverse industries between 2006 and 2016, we first characterize the trends and context of CSR initiatives in China, then make hypothesis tests to examine whether CSR initiatives could result in financial benefits for companies while protecting environmental and social welfare.

This study makes three contributions. First, this study provides a comprehensive analysis of the trends in CSR projects undertaken by companies in China. It sorts companies in China and their CSR projects according to the local economic growth status (high, medium, and low GDPs). The coverage of the impact assessments on companies involves all the province-level divisions of China and the most recent 11 years.
Table 1. Impact of CSR on companies’ performance/profitability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aupperle, K. E., Carroll, A. B., &amp; Hatfield, J. D. (1985). An Empirical Examination of the Relationship between Corporate Social Responsibility and Profitability. <em>Academy of Management Journal</em>, 28(2), 446–463. [31]</td>
<td>Using an elaborate, forced-choice instrument administered to corporate CEOs, did not find any relationship between social responsibility and profitability. Specifically, varying levels of social orientation were not found to correlate with performance differences.</td>
<td>Published: 30 November 2017 <a href="https://doi.org/10.5465/256210">https://doi.org/10.5465/256210</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voicu, D. Dragomir. (2018). How Do We Measure Corporate Environmental Performance? A Critical Review. <em>Journal of Cleaner Production</em> 196, 1124–1157. [45]</td>
<td>A critical review of 172 papers is provided and new definition is given for corporate goals and reducing and preventing environmental harm</td>
<td>Published: 2018 <a href="https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2018.06.014">https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2018.06.014</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a second contribution, this study sets up a company-level analysis, using a unique database that records all the corporate environmental disclosures in China from 2006 to 2016. We filter projects (for CSR initiatives) and then sort them by company. The data set for this period includes over 34,000 CSR projects released by 839 companies in China. Based on our research, this is the first study that collects and analyzes company-level CSR and corporate data in accordance with the latest financial studies [49]. This research provides new findings for previous literature [50,51] about the impact of CSR on company performance.

As the third contribution, this study investigates and compares the impacts of CSR projects on different aspects of company performance. We separately examine how the CSR practice affects the value of a company from the perspective of (1) investors and (2) managers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes sources of data and the methodological approach used for analysis of the announced CSR projects between 2006 and 2016 in China. Section 3 provides trends and context analysis of the CSR projects, while Section 4 examines impact of undertaking CSR projects on the corporate performance from investors’ concerns as well as management perspectives and benefits. The conclusion of this study, contribution to the literature, and anticipated impact on companies and society as a whole are discussed in Section 5.

2. Methodological Approach

To our knowledge, this study is the first that comprehensively captures companies’ CSR actions in China using a very large data set extracted from the China Stock Market & Accounting Research (CSMAR) database. As analysis will indicate in Sections 3 and 4, since 2006 there have been over 34,000 CSR project announcements released by 839 companies in China. One company alone released 40 announcements during 2006 and 2016. The methodological approach used to process such a large data set consists of two parts. In part one (Section 3), we perform CSR content analysis based on systematic classification of the data. This approach allows us to understand the nature and characteristics of CSR projects that companies focused on during this period, as well as their variations according to industry type and location. In part two (Section 4), our research efforts focused on analyzing the impact of CSR projects on a company’s performance and the management benefits using OLS modeling approaches.

All data in this study extracted from announced CSR projects that directly projected to and verified by China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) standards. CSRC is an institution of the State Council of China and is the main regulator of the securities industry in China.

3. CSR in China: Performance, Trend, and Context

3.1. Trends and Numbers of CSR Projects

We first observed the development of CSR projects through company projects. Figure 1 depicts the number of CSR projects reported by companies in China between 2006 and 2016. Chinese companies adopted CSR projects between 2006 and 2013 with increasing rates. The trend, however, decreased after 2013, resulting in 4167 projects in 2016. The upward trend between 2006 and 2013 was associated with the development of environmental sustainability, such as the encouragement of cleaner production by the Chinese government in 2013. The decreasing trend after 2013 was associated with the increase in the costs of the projects and the decrease of financial supports from the government and other sources.

Second, we analyzed data across the 31 province-level divisions in China (excluding Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan). We sorted all involved companies by the province where their registered locations are, and then categorized companies’ projects by province. As shown in Figure 2, as representative of the modern China, companies in Shanghai had almost 7000 projects since 2006. By contrast, there were only 28 projects by companies located in Gansu Province. The difference is associated with inequality in socioeconomic dimensions of these two provinces. Furthermore, as indicated in Figure 3, Shanghai managed to rank first with an average number of 92 projects per company, compared to Gansu with an average of 7. Both figures depict the spatial and geographic unevenness of companies’
efforts toward addressing environmental and social responsibility projects. These results show the impact of companies’ participation on CSR adoption in different provinces (regions with different socioeconomic systems). For example, companies in developed regions (e.g., Shanghai, Beijing, and Guangdong provinces) have either more resources or larger incentives to undertake environmental and social responsibility projects than companies in less-developed regions.
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We first observed the development of CSR projects through company projects. Figure 1 depicts the number of CSR projects reported by companies in China between 2006 and 2016. Chinese companies adopted CSR projects between 2006 and 2013 with increasing rates. The trend, however, decreased after 2013, resulting in 4167 projects in 2016. The upward trend between 2006 and 2013 was associated with the development of environmental sustainability, such as the encouragement of cleaner production by the Chinese government in 2013. The decreasing trend after 2013 was associated with the increase in the costs of the projects and the decrease of financial supports from the government and other sources.

Figure 1. Number of CSR projects in China, 2006–2016. CSMAR database.

Second, we analyzed data across the 31 province-level divisions in China (excluding Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan). We sorted all involved companies by the province where their registered locations are, and then categorized companies' projects by province. As shown in Figure 2, as representative of the modern China, companies in Shanghai had almost 7000 projects since 2006. By contrast, there were only 28 projects by companies located in Gansu Province. The difference is associated with inequality in socioeconomic dimensions of these two provinces. Furthermore, as indicated in Figure 3, Shanghai managed to rank first with an average number of 92 projects per company, compared to Gansu with an average of 7. Both figures depict the spatial and geographic unevenness of companies' efforts toward addressing environmental and social responsibility projects. These results show the impact of companies’ participation on CSR adoption in different provinces (regions with different socioeconomic systems). For example, companies in developed regions (e.g., Shanghai, Beijing, and Guangdong provinces) have either more resources or larger incentives to undertake environmental and social responsibility projects than companies in less-developed regions.

Figure 2. Number of CSR projects by province. CSMAR database.

Finally, we observed the distribution of CSR projects according to industry types for participating companies. In China all of the companies are following the industry classification standard issued by the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC), the main regulator of the securities industry in China. Using the CSRC classification standard in 2012, we categorized company data into 17 industries, and then counted the projects affiliated to companies in each industry.
Finally, we observed the distribution of CSR projects according to industry types for participating companies. In China, all companies follow the industry classification standard issued by the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC), the main regulator of the securities industry in China. Using the CSRC classification standard in 2012, we categorized company data into 17 industries and then counted the projects affiliated to companies in each industry. The results indicate that project proportions differ largely across industry type. As shown in Figure 4, the top five industries with the largest numbers of projects are manufacturing (60%), followed by finance (9%), minerals (8%), energy utilities (8%), and transportation (6%). These industries occupy 91% of the entire pool. The other 12 industries occupy the remaining 9%, including construction, real estate, sales, IT & computer, public utilities, rental & leasing, agriculture, hotels & catering, culture & entertainment, research, healthcare service, and others listed as miscellaneous.

The concentration of CSR projects in specific industries is associated with the corporate governance policy in China. In 2010, the Chinese government alerted some industrial sectors (including steel, cement, chemical engineering, coal, and metallurgy) and classified them as heavy-pollution sectors. These sectors are mainly concentrated in the top five industries with the largest numbers of projects.

3.2. Context Analysis of CSR Projects

We then analyzed the types and contexts of the CSR projects. Through reading the project reports issued by companies, we identified which issues the company would address. These issues were then categorized into two main sections for environmental sustainability or social responsibility, and then the context was specified according to the main focus of the CSR project. Through the initial assessment of the data, we excluded 3143 projects due to lack of transparency and incompleteness of the project information. Analyses of 31,100 projects indicated that companies completed 23,488 CSR projects with focus on environmental responsibility, and 8509 projects with focus on social responsibility; 897 projects had both environmental and social responsibility context. Results further indicated that CSR projects with focus on environmental sustainability mainly related to air, water, energy, and solid or hazardous material management. Projects with focus on social responsibility mainly concerned employee training, noise and pollution emission reduction in the workplace, and assessment of the industry operation impact on society and welfare.

We show the distribution of CSR projects with different focuses in Table 2. In the panel for environmental responsibility, CSR projects concern issues of energy, water, and air. In the panel for social responsibility, projects mostly have their focus on worker training, exposure to workplace emissions (e.g., noise), and implementation of other projects that were concerned with protecting society as a whole.

Figure 3. Average number of projects per company by province. CSMAR database.

Figure 4. Proportion of CSR projects according to industry type. CSMAR database.
The concentration of CSR projects in specific industries is associated with the corporate governance policy in China. In 2010, the Chinese government alerted some industrial sectors (including steel, cement, chemical engineering, coal, and metallurgy) and classified them as heavy-pollution sectors. These sectors are mainly concentrated in the top five industries with the largest numbers of projects.

3.2. Context Analysis of CSR Projects

We then analyzed the types and contexts of the CSR projects. Through reading the project reports issued by companies, we identified which issues the company would address. These issues were then categorized into two main sections for environmental sustainability or social responsibility, and then the context was specified according to the main focus of the CSR project.

Through the initial assessment of the data, we excluded 3143 projects due to lack of transparency and incompleteness of the project information. Analyses of 31,100 projects indicated that companies completed 23,488 CSR projects with focus on environmental responsibility, and 8509 projects with focus on social responsibility; 897 projects had both environmental and social responsibility context. Results further indicated that CSR projects with focus on environmental sustainability mainly related to air, water, energy, and solid or hazardous material management. Projects with focus on social responsibility mainly concerned employee training, noise and pollution emission reduction in the workplace, and assessment of the industry operation impact on society and welfare.

We show the distribution of CSR projects with different focuses in Table 2. In the panel for environmental responsibility, CSR projects concern issues of energy, water, and air. In the panel for social responsibility, projects mostly have their focus on worker training, exposure to workplace emissions (e.g., noise), and implementation of other projects that were concerned with protecting society as a whole.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A. Environmental Sustainability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel B. Social Responsibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 depicts the trend of CSR projects for each context between 2006 and 2016. The figure clearly shows a sharp increase in the number of environmental sustainability projects in the areas of energy, water, and air management between 2007 and 2013 (similar to Figure 1). As an interesting finding, CSR projects concerned with solid and hazardous wastes show an increase in 2015 and 2016. This increase can be attributed to the enforcement of government regulatory requirements to reduce generation of hazardous material in industrial environments.

As shown in Figure 6, social responsibility efforts increased from 2006 to 2012, then held a steady trend before declining in 2015 (in all social responsibility focused projects). The number of CSR projects focusing on employee trainings, however, showed a sharp increase from 2011 to 2013, followed by a drop in numbers in 2014.

As observed before, the location where companies operate is a key factor that influences the CSR initiatives. As a further investigation of the correlation between CSR initiatives and locations, we sorted the 31 province-level divisions by their GDPs per capita. The correlations are depicted in Figure 7. Shanghai, Beijing, and Guangdong, whose GDPs per capita are leading among Chinese provinces and cities, show a higher CSR initiative level in year 2016.
4. CSR on Corporate Performance

The results suggest the importance and impact of geographical location and GDPs on the success of CSR projects focusing on employee trainings, however, showed a sharp increase from 2011 to 2013, followed by a drop in numbers in 2014. This increase can be attributed to the enforcement of government regulatory requirements to reduce energy, water, and air management between 2007 and 2013 (similar to Figure 1). As an interesting finding, CSR projects concerned with solid and hazardous wastes show an increase in 2015 and 2016.

Figure 5. Number of CSR projects with focus on environmental sustainability. CSMAR database.

Figure 6. Number of CSR projects on social responsibility 2006–2016. CSMAR database.

Figure 7. Correlation between CSR initiatives and provinces. (CSMAR) database.
In summary, our analyses of the CSR projects suggest a significant increase for CSR initiatives from 2006 to 2016, and a trend toward promoting sustainable development in China. Furthermore, results suggest the importance and impact of geographical location and GDPs on the success of CSR initiatives in China. Project types and numbers shown varied according to the type of company and the anticipated impact on maintaining environmental and social sustainability in China.

4. CSR on Corporate Performance

In this section, we analyzed the impact of CSR on different aspects of company performance. According to [52], we assumed that the core issue for corporate governance while examining CSR initiatives is related to different motivations of the corporate owners and the equity investors (principals) and managers (agents), since investors and managers both have determinative power on company affairs—including adoption of CSR initiatives. Then, in order to take a comprehensive look at the impact of CSR, we investigated corporate performance in terms of investors and managers respectively and selected different corporate performance measures according to assumed objectives of the investors and managers, respectively. We want to examine two main hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 1.** The revenue of investors will increase as the practice of CSR increases.

**Hypothesis 2.** The benefit to managers will increase as the practice of CSR increases.

4.1. Test of Hypothesis 1

By first examining the standpoint of investors (that is, the standpoint of owners and equity holders of the company), we can see how the practice of CSR affects corporate performance. To explore the impact of CSR from the investors’ perspective, we selected the earnings per share (EPS) as the target measure [53]. EPS describes the monetary value of earnings per outstanding share of common stock for a company, and it is the actual gains that stockholders receive [54]. Thus, EPS is the foremost measure that is of highest concern to owners and equity investors.

We select a series of independent variables to assess their respective impact on EPS. These independent variables include the practice of CSR and other aspects of a company’s basic information.

1. For each company \( i \) in year \( t \), we count the number of CSR projects, \( \text{NumCSR}_{i,t} \), to measure the extent of participation. A larger value of \( \text{NumCSR}_{i,t} \) indicates a greater initiative in CSR and sustainability.
2. For each company \( i \) in year \( t \), we use \( \text{Size}_{i,t} \) to represent the total asset.
3. For each company \( i \) in year \( t \), we use \( \text{Revenue}_{i,t} \) to present the annual revenue from main business.
4. For each company \( i \) in year \( t \), we use \( \text{Tax}_{i,t} \) to present the effective tax rate.
5. For each company \( i \) in year \( t \), we use \( \text{Employment}_{i,t} \) to present the number of employees.

We create the following ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model in (1) by using these independent variables. To compare the importance across the independent variables, we use standardized \( \beta \) coefficients.

\[
\text{EPS}_{i,t} = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{NumCSR}_{i,t} + \beta_2 \text{Size}_{i,t} + \beta_3 \text{Revenue}_{i,t} + \beta_4 \text{Tax}_{i,t} + \beta_5 \text{Employment}_{i,t} + \epsilon \quad (1)
\]

Table 3 presents the standardized OLS coefficients for the dependent variable EPS. In the first column, we incorporate the overall companies and their practice in the regression. \( \text{NumCSR} \) displays a positive relationship to \( \text{EPS} \) by a coefficient 0.13. This coefficient is statistically significant at the 5% level. To be clear, as these regressions have been normalized, this result shows that an increase in CSR practice (\( \text{NumCSR} \)) by one standard deviation raises the company’s value (\( \text{EPS} \)) by 0.13 of its standard deviation. Compared with the other four control variables, environmental and social responsibility
has a strong impact on $EPS$. A greater initiative in CSR will enhance the enterprise value of a company. Therefore, we cannot reject Hypothesis 1.

Table 3. OLS estimates for corporate performance from investors’ concern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>High-CSR Regions</th>
<th>Mid-CSR Regions</th>
<th>Low-CSR Regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NumCSR</td>
<td>0.13 *</td>
<td>0.14 *</td>
<td>0.12 *</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>0.15 *</td>
<td>0.18 *</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>0.26 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>0.36 *</td>
<td>0.42 *</td>
<td>0.18 *</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>−0.05 *</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>−0.13 *</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>−0.43 *</td>
<td>−0.50 *</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>−0.12 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: * refers to the statistical significance at 5%.

Corporate geographic dispersion plays a significant role with respect to enterprise value and profitability [55–58]. In order to investigate the potentially diverse impact of environmental and social responsibility projects across different geographic regions of China, we classify the 31 province-level divisions in China into three regions according to their aggregate numbers of projects in Figure 2. For divisions with over 1000 environmental and social responsibility specific-related announcements, we define them as high-CSR regions; for divisions with CSR-related announcements between 500 and 1000, we define them as mid-CSR regions; for divisions with fewer than 500 CSR-related announcements, we define them as low-CSR regions. The distribution map of the three regions is presented in Figure 8.

As an extension, we examine a series of sub-hypotheses affiliated with the main hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1.1. In the regions with higher CSR disclosure, the revenue of investors will increase as the practice of CSR increases.
Hypothesis 1.2. In the regions with medium CSR disclosure, the revenue of investors will increase as the practice of CSR increases.

Hypothesis 1.3. In the regions with lower CSR disclosure, the revenue of investors will increase as the practice of CSR increases.

We use model (1) for the three regions respectively, and show the standardized OLS coefficients in Table 3. In the high-CSR regions, $NumCSR$ displays a positive impact on $EPS$ by a coefficient 0.14. Therefore, we cannot reject Hypothesis 1.1. In the mid-CSR regions, this impact decreases to a lower coefficient 0.12. Therefore, we cannot reject Hypothesis 1.2. When we look at the low-CSR regions, the impact of $NumCSR$ drops down to 0.07 and is no longer statistically significant at the 5% level. Therefore, we reject Hypothesis 1.3.

Environmental and social responsibility specific CSRs and their impact on the company’s value differ in the three regions. There is an obvious decreasing trend in the impact of CSR on the company’s value from the high-CSR regions to the low-CSR regions. A greater initiative in CSR will enhance the company’s value at a larger extent for companies located in the high-CSR regions. This finding is reasonable. As shown in Figure 8, the high-CSR regions involve the highly-developed provinces and cities in China, such as Beijing, Shanghai, and those provinces at the south and east coast of China. The businesses in this region know more about CSR and its importance, and thus have a greater initiative in CSR. By contrast, the mid-CSR regions involve provinces and cities in the middle of China (e.g., Hebei and Tianjin), and these provinces are still developing and pursuing the development level of the high-CSR regions. The business environment in the mid-CSR regions is close to that in high-CSR regions, so the impacts of CSR in mid-CSR and high-CSR regions are close. The low-CSR region involves those developing provinces in northeastern or western China, where the business development is still at an early stage, and the modern business environment is still under construction. Therefore, companies in the low-CSR region are less concerned about CSR, and the insignificance of CSR impact is shown in Table 3.

In summary, we explore the impact of CSR on corporate performance. In order to assess that impact from the investors’ perspectives, we select $EPS$, the indicator that investors are most concerned about, to measure the company’s value movement. We find that a company will gain a higher $EPS$ when it engages in CSR with more practices. We then classify the studied companies into three regions with different levels of CSR initiative. Our results suggest that in the regions with more CSR practices, companies will benefit more from their CSR practices with a higher reward of investment earnings. According to these results, we cannot reject Hypothesis 1.

4.2. Test of Hypothesis 2

In this section, we take the standpoint of managers to see how the practice of CSR affects the corporate performance. We select the net cash flow (NCF) as the target. According to [59], NCF refers to the difference between a company’s cash inflows and outflows in a given period, and measures a company’s cash balance in terms of financial accounting. NCF is widely regarded and used by managers, accountants, and auditors because it is an essential measure to understand the changes in a company’s cash balance as detailed on its cash flow statement, so as to ensure this company is profitable and has sufficient capital on hand to operate. A higher NCF implies a healthier financial statement of a company. Thus, we choose NCF as the target measure for this analysis.

The operation of a company is related to diverse aspects of production and consumption. To managers, it is critical to know the exact aspects of environmental and social responsibility specific CSR that their companies engage in. In order to explore the concrete impacts of projects on different aspects of the corporate operation, we categorize these projects into five components ($CP1$ to $CP5$) according to the 1998 principles of environmental sustainability:

$CP1$: environmentally sound products and packaging...
CP2: non-polluting production
CP3: production energy efficiency
CP4: safe and healthy work environments
CP5: waste reduction.

In each component, we count the number of projects for company \( i \) in year \( t \), as the measure of the participation in specific aspects of environmental and social responsibility specific CSRs. We use these five components as independent variables in the following OLS model.

\[
NCF_{i,t} = \alpha + \beta_1 CP1_{i,t} + \beta_2 CP2_{i,t} + \beta_3 CP3_{i,t} + \beta_4 CP4_{i,t} + \beta_5 CP5_{i,t} + \epsilon
\] (2)

We first incorporate the overall companies. Table 4 presents the standardized OLS coefficients for \( NCF \). Not every component of CSR is significantly related to the dependent variable. Among the five components, \( CP3 \) has the largest positive efficient (0.27), indicating that the upgrade of energy efficiency in the production will raise the corporate performance with a greater \( NCF \), which will be welcomed by the management. It is reasonable because companies may have a cost saving through enhancing the energy efficiency. Furthermore, \( CP2 \) also has a significantly positive efficient (0.10), and suggests that a company’s \( NCF \) will increase when the company achieves non-polluting production. The reduction of pollution will also have a cost saving. These results are consistent with the statement from the GB/T20106 national rule. Besides, \( CP5 \) displays a negative relationship to \( NCF \). The increase in waste reduction practice by one standard deviation will reduce the \( NCF \) by 0.22 of its standard deviation. This result suggests that many Chinese companies still stay at the stage of extensive growth regardless of resource waste. Finally, \( CP1 \) and \( CP4 \) are not statistically significant in Table 4, suggesting that environmentally sound production and work condition are not concerned by corporate managers as incentives for operation.

Table 4. OLS estimates for corporate performance from managers’ concern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( CP1 )</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( CP2 )</td>
<td>0.10 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( CP3 )</td>
<td>0.27 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( CP4 )</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( CP5 )</td>
<td>-0.22 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: * refers to the statistical significance at 5%.

As shown earlier in Figure 4 the extent of CSR varies across industries. Thus, the components of CSR must have different impacts in different industries. We next examine the impacts of every component of CP in different industries. Following Figure 4, we select the five target industries with highest proportion of projects for selected class of industry: manufactures, finance, minerals, energy utilities, and transportations. As we did in Figure 4, we classify companies into the five selected industries according to the 2012 CSRC industry classification standard, and then sort the companies’ projects into each target industry.

Table 5 presents the standardized OLS coefficients for \( NCF \) in the selected industries. The results vary across industries. Like Table 3, not every component of CSR is significantly related to the dependent variable. First, in the manufactures industry, \( CP3 \) has the largest positive efficient (0.20) among the five components, indicating that the upgrade of energy efficiency in the production will raise the \( NCF \) of companies in the manufactures industry. However, \( CP1 \) displays a negative impact (−0.18). It suggests that environmentally sound add-ins to production are not actively and innately of concern in the manufacturer industry. These results are in line with the developing stage of the manufacturing
industry in China. From the cost–benefit perspective, managers treat revenue maximization and energy saving as the foremost target of production. Their initiative of environment protection diminishes when it contradicts profitability. The other CSR components are not statistically significant. In summary, in the manufacturing industry, managers are concerned more about energy efficiency in the production because it promotes the health of the company’s financial statement, whereas environmentally sound practices in production and packaging may incur a higher manufacturing cost.

Table 5. OLS estimates for industrial corporate performance from managers’ concern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NCF</th>
<th>Manufactures</th>
<th>Finance</th>
<th>Minerals</th>
<th>Energy Utilities</th>
<th>Transportation</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP1</td>
<td>−0.18 *</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.18 *</td>
<td>−0.11</td>
<td>−0.19</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP3</td>
<td>0.20 *</td>
<td>0.40 *</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.82 *</td>
<td>0.64 *</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>−0.11</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP5</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>−0.49 *</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>−0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: * refers to the statistical significance at 5%.

We then look at the finance industry. As shown in the second column of Table 5, only CP3 is statistically significant to the dependent variable. This result is reasonable. As a service industry, finance is not closely relevant to conditions such as environmental protection, pollution, safety of work environment, or waste discharge reduction. The most potentially relevant CSR actions in financial industries are improvement of energy efficiency. Like in the manufacturing industry, CP3 has a positive impact (0.40) in the financial industry. The increase of CP3 by one standard deviation raises the NCF by 40% of its standard deviation. In summary, our results state that the financial service industry is sensitive to energy efficiency.

Next, we look at the mineral industry. As shown in the third column of Table 5, the dominant and statistically significant environmental and social responsibility component is CP1. It confirms the concurrent truth in the mineral industry of China as described by other studies and interviews [60]. Companies in the mineral industry are more likely to be motivated to adopt environmentally sound measures in their production since this adoption can enhance the social image of the company. Moreover, the Ministry of Ecology and Environment of China (MEE) is enforcing the CSR evaluation on environmentally sound production. Qualified companies receive rewards such as tax deductions or eligibility to go public. Thus, managers in the mineral industry have higher motivations to adopt environmentally sound production and consequently receive benefits on their operational cash flows.

Fourth, in the energy utilities industry, the dominant impact is from component CP3. The upgrade of production energy efficiency will bring a significantly high impact (0.82) on companies’ NCF. Such a finding is reasonable in the energy utilities industry. For example, [61] finds that in the countries of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), innovations on energy CSR are often associated with the healthy financial cash flow of a company. Our results are consistent with theirs. Another finding is that CP5 also has a significant but negative effect on NCF. This is highly related to the current status of the Chinese energy utilities industry. In 2014, the National Energy Administration of China (NEA) published a plan for air pollution prevention in the energy industry, as a reaction to the increasing discharge of waste from the energy utilities industry. This official document pointed out that the energy industry was still consuming a great amount of coal for the generation of power. Two-thirds of electricity was generated by using coal with an old-fashioned technology. Therefore, the initiative of waste reduction must have an inverse effect to companies’ finance in a short period.

Similar to the energy industry, in the transportation industry, CP3 also has the dominant impact. The transportation industry is different from the other industries that generate waste and pollution. The main target for transportation is cost savings and efficiency improvement. Therefore, the
adoption of techniques about energy efficiency counts for more than the other CSR components to the transportation industry.

In summary, we examine the overall group of companies and their CSR disclosures at first, and then examine each across industry. In both cases, we find evidence that aspects of CSR with dominant powers improve the financial health of one company. Therefore, Hypothesis 2 cannot be rejected.

5. Conclusions

In response to the global trend of environmental protection and social responsibility, more and more companies have adopted relevant actions. These projects are commonly identified as CSR projects and are widely considered an essential part of corporate environmental responsibility for sustainable production. From previous research, there is still no consensus on the relationship between practices and business performance.

This paper contributes to the body of knowledge in the areas specific to understanding parameters controlling success of CSR projects particularly in developing economies. First, we capture a comprehensive graph of the environmental and social responsibility projects in China, the largest emerging economy in the world between 2006 and 2016. Analysis considers data projected for all the province-level divisions. Second, we capture all projects released by all companies in China, including over 34,000 projects released by 839 companies. This is the first study on company-level records. Third, we investigate and compare impacts of the projects on company performance from the perspective of investors and managers; we assume that the core issues for corporate governance (including CSR initiatives) is controlled by different motivations of corporate owners, equity investors (principals), and managers (agents) who have determinative power on various company affairs including adoption of CSR initiatives. Our contribution is extended by suggesting an evolutionary path of CSR theory and practices. Results highlight the effect of state of economies on the level of acceptance and configuration of CSR projects, suggesting that companies in China are slightly shifting focus on their CSR impact from macro-social effects to organizational-level effects on the profit, and less on ethics-oriented practices. The observed pattern of performance-oriented, business-focused CSR design and practice may overcome those that focus on ethics or that offer a broader societal perspective [62–64].

Explicitly, we indicate that, although companies in China have a growing initiative in their production and services, there is a distinct impact of the GDP per capita on the number of projects that companies undertake. In addition, we observe an uneven dispersion of practices across industries. Both findings are in agreement with the most recent published study in this field [40,41,51]. In the empirical analyses, we find that from the investors’ perspective, a company will gain a higher revenue when it engages in CSR with more practices, as shown in recent studies [37–39,41,42,44]. We also find evidence that the CSR initiatives could improve the financial health of a company and consequently facilitate manager’s operation. These results apply across industries [22,27,28,32,34,35].

Cumulatively results reveal that: (1) companies in China have a growing initiative to include environmental and social responsibility in their production and services; (2) the type and characteristics of the reported projects were distinctive in regions and specific to different economic conditions; (3) regions with lower economic conditions are not yet motivated to implement CSR projects, unlike regions with higher economic conditions; (4) different industries have different strategies and format for CSR disclosure, for example, manufactures announced the largest number of CSR projects among other industries. In the empirical analyses, we find that from investors’ perspective, a company will gain a higher revenue when it engages in CSR with more practices. We also find evidence that CSR improves the financial health of one company and consequently facilitate manager’s operation efficiencies. This result applies across industries. In conclusion, we show that CSR is beneficial to one company’s performance, and this finding will make companies promote sustainability. Our results enrich the investigations focusing on understanding impact of CSR project types and economic conditions and promoting sustainable development, particularly in developing countries.
Data selected in this study included announced CSR projects that were verified by China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) standards, which eliminated the possibility of companies reporting projects that were only aimed at either reducing social pressures and limiting criticism from society in general and external stakeholders in particular, or serving as promotional and public relations ploys. Both the data and the methods of analysis were carefully selected using reputable sources of information and academically verified analytical tools. Analysis specifically targeted providing a deeper understanding of how companies’ CSR initiatives have evolved, what their goals have been, and what actions were situated in the three different regions in China. Modeling and contextual analysis highlighted the need for expansion in ‘social’ dimensions of CSR initiatives while addressing protection of environmental systems and mapping of trends. The types and focus of industry-specific CSR projects suggested possibilities for customization of the CSR projects according to industry type and macroeconomic system they operate in. We are optimistic that our findings can be instrumental in educating and encouraging policy makers, investors, and companies of any type to learn more about the science of sustainability and importance of designing CSR projects that can promote sustainable economic development.

Limitation in this study could be associated with (1) not taking into account the impact of government policies and programs that emerged between 2006–2016, which aimed to promote sustainability in companies operating at both national and regional levels; and (2) considering impact of management culture and leadership positions on the importance of pursuing sustainability while identifying critical areas of operation that are in need of consideration and inclusion in CSR design and development.

In summary, we conclude that undertaking CSR projects benefits a company’s performance and the sustainability of economic development in China. The finding of this study is valuable and meaningful for companies that are considering the adoption of environmental and social-specific CSR projects and their stakeholders and managers who aim to promote sustainability especially in developing countries.
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